StableBCH
Crypto backed Stable SLP Token
USE CASES FOR StableBCH
- StableBCH is a Crypto backed Stable SLP token, created under
Bitcoin Cash Blockchain
- 1 BCH is equal to 100 million StableBCH (the same as BCH
Satoshis)
- Parking 1 BitcoinCash doesn't gain any profit. Utilise the price
movements to gain some profit.
- When BCH is at $500, buy 10 million StableBCH for 0.1BCH,
equal to $50. When BCH price rises to $700, sell 10 million
StableBCH for the same 0.1BCH, equals to $70. Same like BCH
trading.

- Buy/Sell at Gannium Telegram group (@ganniumtokengroup) by
using ccTip Bot and MintBot, without any charges. After getting
experience, StableBCH will be listed on memo.cash and other
exchanges.
- Buy from and Sell to other holders, or StableBCH promoter
- Each minting will be backed by real BCH, to stabilize the price.

TRADING
Trade
To/From
Buy
Other holders /
StableBCH Token owner
from

Price
Exchange
0.00000001 ccTip & MintBot in
BCH per
token
@ganniumtokengroup
Telegram group

Sell
Other holders /
StableBCH Token owner
to

0.00000001 ccTip & MintBot in
BCH per
token
@ganniumtokengroup
Telegram group

MINTING
First minting 2 Million StableBCH (equals 0.02 BCH) on 6th June
2021, to test. Second minting 100 Million StableBCH, which is equal
to 1 BCH. Further mintings are based on further BCH investments.

HOW TO GET STARTED?
1. Install Telegram messenger in your mobile.
2. Visit https://t.me/ganniumtokengroup in your mobile browser. It
leads to Telegram messenger. Click "Join the Group".
3. You
have
joined
in
"Gannium
Token"
group
(@ganniumtokengroup) in Telegram messenger
4. Come out, Search “MintBot” in telegram and click “Start”
5. Come out, Search "ccTip Bot" and click “Start”
6. Buy BCH on exchanges and transfer to your ccTip Bot BCH
wallet address. You are ready to trade.

TRADING COMMANDS in @ganniumtokengroup
If you want to buy 100000 StableBCH, type following line in
Gannium Token Group (@ganniumtokengroup)
#buy 100000 StableBCH for BCH
After entering this line, sellers may contact you. Choose a seller, and
select seller’s message for a moment. Then tap on “Reply” and type
CC 0.00100000 BCH
Now, 0.00100000 BCH is being transferred from your ccTip Bot
wallet to seller’s ccTip Bot wallet. Then, seller will send you 100000

StableBCH to you like this. Confirm everything before “Send”
command.
Contact @sankarsrinivasan in Telegram Messenger for assitance.

Promoted by

Sankar Srinivasan
Certified Market Professional of National Stock Exchange of India
https://linktr.ee/sankarsrinivasan

GANNIUM is a SLP token,
Participating in dividends.

FIBONACCI is a tipping token

Telegram group - @ganniumtokengroup

